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CREATIONISM CREATIONISM 



Creationism
• Is the religious belief that the Universe 

and life originated from specific acts 
divine creation. 



Charles Charles 
Darwin Darwin 

• was the first 
person to use the 
term "creationist" 
in a letter in 
1856.



The main points of creationism are The main points of creationism are thesethese::

• All life was created by the actions of God

• All the forms of life existing today were                                 
created by the actions of God

• The organisms created by God can't produce                          new 
forms of organism - only God can do this

• The most common theory follows the accounts in the Biblical 
Book of Genesis, but most religions have their own creation story

• Modern creationism uses scientific evidence to support scripture



Types of CreationismTypes of Creationism

• Young Earth creationism

• Old Earth creationism

• Gap creationism

• Day-Age creationism 





FixismFixism



      What it is?What it is?

●Fixism opposes evolutionism
●religious version of fixism is called creationism

●Carl Linnaeus and Georges Cuvier
● 19th century  historical evidence



HistoricalHistorical contextcontext
● The discovery of dinosaurs became a difficulty for the 

acceptance of fixity. 
● The publication of On the Origin of Species sparked a 

controversy that ultimately led to the acceptance of the 
fact of evolution for the vast majority of scientists, 
while Darwin's theory of evolution take longer to be 
definitively accepted.



Fixism as a scientific hypothesisFixism as a scientific hypothesis

●mid-18th century
●Carl Linnaeus 

(1707-1778)



●  Georges Cuvier (1769-1832)



● father of the theory known as catastrophism 
fixism 

● explained the diversity of fossil organisms  
nature

● made extinction an accepted scientific 
phenomenon; opposing gradualistic theories 
of evolution





                    Personal opinionPersonal opinion
When I was little I believed in fixism, I didn't know what was it but 
now that I remember myself when I was young, I belived that every 
animal was created separately and also as my family is religious I 
believed that God created us, but as the time past by I learnt that it is 
not true. 

The 18th century was full of unknown things by science so someone 
had to explain it in a logic way,it was an error,but from errors we 
learn!! 



CatastrophismCatastrophism



Historical ContextHistorical Context
Christians up until the 19th century, held dominant Christians up until the 19th century, held dominant 
scientific beliefs that were founded on the biblical scientific beliefs that were founded on the biblical 
narratives of Creation and the universal flood.narratives of Creation and the universal flood.
In fact Cuvier, influenced by the ideas of the In fact Cuvier, influenced by the ideas of the 
Enlightenment and the intellectual climate of the French Enlightenment and the intellectual climate of the French 
revolution, avoided religious or metaphysical speculation revolution, avoided religious or metaphysical speculation 
in his scientific writings.in his scientific writings.  



DefinitionDefinition

Catastrophism is the theory which says that the Earth has Catastrophism is the theory which says that the Earth has 
been affected in the past by sudden, short-lived, violent been affected in the past by sudden, short-lived, violent 
events. Catastrophism held that geological epochs had events. Catastrophism held that geological epochs had 
ended with violent and sudden natural catastrophes such ended with violent and sudden natural catastrophes such 
as great floods and the rapid formation of major as great floods and the rapid formation of major 
mountain chains. Plants and animals living in the parts of mountain chains. Plants and animals living in the parts of 
the world where such events occurred were killed off, the world where such events occurred were killed off, 
being replaced abruptly by the new forms whose fossils being replaced abruptly by the new forms whose fossils 
defined the geological strata.defined the geological strata. 



ExampleExample

In the 1950s, Immanuel In the 1950s, Immanuel 
Velikovsky speculated that Velikovsky speculated that 
the planet Venus is a former the planet Venus is a former 
"comet" which was ejected "comet" which was ejected 
from Jupiter and from Jupiter and 
subsequently 3,500 years ago subsequently 3,500 years ago 
made two catastrophic close made two catastrophic close 
passes by Earth, 52 years passes by Earth, 52 years 
apart, and later interacted apart, and later interacted 
with Mars, which then had a with Mars, which then had a 
series of near collisions with series of near collisions with 
Earth which ended in 687 Earth which ended in 687 
B.C., before settling into its B.C., before settling into its 
current orbit. Velikovsky current orbit. Velikovsky 
used this to explain the used this to explain the 
biblical plagues of Egyptbiblical plagues of Egypt.



Personal OpinionPersonal Opinion
From my point of view, this theory is just a story that the 
people invented to explain things that they didn´t 
understand.
For example, some people said that the Great canon was 
created by some meteorites, what is crearly false, it was 
created by the erosion of the Colorado river.
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